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PREFACE

Currently, statements on the value of
dance and how it Amy best be experienced Are to be
found only in a feW books and isolated, articles, each
reflective of a single author's view. Participafits at an
Alliance for Arts Education (AAE) Conference in Wash-
ington, D.C. decried this lack, of universality on issues
of concern in dance and stressed a need for credible
and readily accessible information deemed 'essential for
creating, guiding, evaluating, andodefending ',dance
experiences in the schools. W4h this heed in mind,. the
NDA Projections Uhit devtlloped a proposal for a two -

`phase project on issues and concerns in 'dance educa-
tion. The proposal was approved by the AAE Board of
Directors and the NDA was awarded a grant from
AAE for implementing the Project.

Phase I of the'Project was the writi ng of
a publication which would represent a strong, re94
soned, and comprehensiye view of the istues and con-
cerns of dance in education: To attain that view, a
nationwide survey was made to, aid in defining the
issues. Respondents included Music, art,,-and theatre
consultants, arts directors, arts council personnel,
athletic directors, supervisors, physical education
teachers, elementary classroom teachers, dance re-
source teachers, dance teachers at all levels of educa-
tion, %undergraduate 'and graduate . students, dance
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company. managers, and artistic, directors of profes-
sional companies, including ballet, ethnic, and modern
dance..

A conference was later organized to
bring together knowledgeable and respected leaders in
dance to dikuss and determine per4nent issues. The
leaders represented different dance organizations,
dance studios, minority groups, and all educatiortal
rfvels. To further ensure tholt all aspects were con-
sidered, the Project Director invited top resource per-
sonnel to. the conference to present national, site, and
city perspectives. Views of parents and of the AAE
were also heard.

The participants representing dance then
assumed the responsibility for clarifying the issues and
setting forth concerted ideas, positions, and statements
on the issues. This material was then given to Charles
B. Fowler, who served as compiler-writer. Dance As
Education, the publication in hand, is a result of that
work.

Phase II of e Project was the making of
a media package to suppl ment and illustrate the philoso-
phy presented in the wri en document. This took the
form of a ten-minute slide-tape entitled, "Dance
For prices and order information, write: AAHPER
Promotion Unit, 1201 Sixteenth Street N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036.

`ARAMINTA LITTLE
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WHAT DANCE IS
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Beginning with the first breath and end-.

ing with the last, humans move, and from the expres-
sive urges of that movement, dance is born. If life is
movement, then the art of that movement is dance. To
know dance is to do it: tostep, glide, turn, dip,. reach,
shake, bend, and leap to the rhythmic flow -of one's
inner impulses, for it is in feeling one's energy bristle
with life that the nature of this expressiveort is revealed.

To say what dance is in words is impos-
sible, but it is apparently a human necessity. 'Throdgh-s
out the span of human existence, dance has been a part
of the life of every tribe, society, and culture. It is one
w hUmans have invented to express their"essence..In
primitive societies, people danced to eliminate evil
Spirits, to bring in the crops, and to ask for rain. In r,

modern societies, people still dance to express their joy -

and exuberance and to banish their cares. . . .

More than mere physical movement,
dance is aesthetic. It may be the most humanistic and
humanizing of the arts, because it uses the body itself
as its expressive instrument. In so doing, dance first-
acknowledges, then elevates, the human form, con,
verting it from weak and fear-wracked to, noble and
authoritative. In the act of affirming and uplifting the
!elf, dance reminds us that the mind is the body, that,
indeed, the body is the primal instrument of life.

Dance is a way to feel what it is to be
human and to be alive. In that sense it is celebration. It
makes sorething special out of life. It is revelation;
some would salt, "illumination." Because it involves
the self, lit reveals self. It communicates what one
knows of one's own body feeling. 1

. 1

Like all the other arts, dance is a code in
this case la .structuring of gestures and motions that
captures nd conveys subjective inner experience. The
elements hat make up this code are sound, movement
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line, pattern, form, space, shape, rhythm, time, and It-
,

energy. Just as meaning in prose language,irwolves
building forms from letters, words, sentences, and
paragraphs, meaning in dance depends upon..com-
bining the elements of its code to fashion foims that
express.

The code in dance can assume many'
forms from baktroom, tap, 'ethnic, and folk dance, to

, *aliet and modern dance. There are no dictionaries
that tell what these forms mean, which poses difficui-
ties for those who lack an affinity with the dance
medium. But the problem is no different from asking,
"What dOes a,flower mean?" Dance is what dance is.
It can be an.art; it can be magic; but, most of all, \it is
an experience to be prized for itself.

`
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If dance seems frivolous by comparison
with other subjects more estallited'in the educational
'curriculum, it is because the understanding requisite to
granting it higher status is generally lacking among
educators and the "public at large F4w who desigh cur-
ricula have had sufficient experiehce with --dance to
know its educational value. Wipere dance has been
slighted or left out of the educational framework, it is
inevitably underestimated. This is-'often the case with
all the arts, but is particularly so with dance..

The first step -iFt coming to terms _with
any accommodation of dance to education is to assess
the value of dance in general. Ihevitably, clues to the
educational value of an art (or any other subject),
emerge from its iitnate worth as it functions in the
greater society..Why do people dance? What do they,
get out of it? the answers lie in the inherent values of
dance to the individual, to society, and to culture as a
whole: --
Pgrsortal

Dancers give many reasons why they .

dance, and among them are joy sand exhilaration.
,W.hile schools acknowledge the, need for snore of these
attributes, the lack of them has'not constituted suffi-
cient cause toseek them through dance. fortunately,
there are other personal values to be derived fronv
dance that,, while not necessarily any More important!.
do relate directly to the growth and development /Of
the individual. .

-Because dance involves the/entire bodyA...-

mechanism with its attencjint intellectu4 emotional,
and physical functions, it ptovides an ideal means to

"attain self-awareness, self-developmerit, and self-fulfill-
4 ment. One begins to sense, to explore, and to exploit,

10 s
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one's own innu vitality through dance. The physical
stamina and..control demanded by dance also challenge
the individual to deVelop self discipline. Dance helps '

people to handle their own 'Weight, energy, and co-
ordination.

Perceptions are sharpened as one begins
to master various movements and movement pattern&
and shape them into a code of -expression. Improvisa=
tional movement. provides a means to exercise imagina-
tion and to keep alive the spark of creativity. Dance i
one of the few means people have at their command to
gain access to their self-feelings, ,oravhat might be
called .their subjective reality. As suc It serves as a.
medium for the personal expression and communica-
tion of that reality.

Perhaps even' more important d basic ,

than all of these personal values of dance.is t ckutlet
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and satisfaction dance provides for the individual's.
inborn need to moue. Clearly, dance is related to well
being -and even to health, although the exact. nature of.
ghat relation has yet to be ma' de explicit.

. .

Because it is basitally a creative art,
; :dance is a medium that commands aesthetic discrimina-

tion. The dancer is forted to make decisions about the
appropriateness of parti&lat gestures, movements, and

'" patterns of movement that are 'chosen to protect what,
Waft Whitman called, "The Song etf Myself." Thch-
nique is 'mastered through persistence of discipline.

111/- , One must develop body tone, balance, and agility; the
4111 ability to move with and counter to the tempo, pulse,

and accent of the MUSK; mastery of position, particu-
lm,movements, and s is of weight; the skillsto follow
through' to make trans'i ions, to handle and coordinate'
uOper and lower torsos, .and to relate to on or more
other,dancersthese are some- of the challenges. The
dancer learns to order, to re-order', and to make dish
tinctions, choices, anci in the process to exercise con-
tinual self-evaluation and critical ju'dgment. All this
leads- naturally to an appreCiation of these abilities in iamb
others, which, in itself, ofrers rewards to the
that can last a lifetiMe.

,

Social ..-

,) '. People do not dance just for and by
themselves. hose whp know dance-well say 414 the
ftverience has 'helped them to make Connections be- '

.4 tween themselves and others, between the inner and
outer worlds. By externalizing the intertal, Aancegoins /

,..

a social dimen'Sion. Since it is often' a -cooperativeV:.--
d, endeavor, dance is necessarily aft art of spcialization

a social' act engaging, the individual in grOup dyn ics. ,In
The 'substance of those group ,dy. apaics '

.6 is what gives dance its 'social import. Its social value -
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derives from its capacAty to clarify and interpret many
of life's most significant events-to commemorate, to
lament,' to worship, to transcend, to court, to heal, to
cerebrate. If it provides away of knowing self, it also
provides a me'ans o thers anj,of-making the

,
necessary co en self-space and social-
space. - y uil i a feeling of §ocial identity and

. -

unity, "suchltransactiqns. with others promote a greater
understanding of community...

All,of the persohal values to be derived
from dance can also- have social applications. If one's
imagnation'ivirred beyond otdinary vision, that can
benefit the greater community. If one derives a.spirit of
adventure and courage about -risk-taking, these can
Vave salient, applications other' areas. If dance -en-

, hances one's self image, is can -add staturillo the
group.

`Cultural ';` .

A.-11 art, dance can symbolize the great
ecstasies.and tragedts of mankind. In tfre,rituals of life.
humans express their basic understandings. Dance
reinforces life-style. The ethnic fiber of different peoples
is captuied in the, gyles of movement they invent.
Thok styles are symbols of not only the innef, but
alsoithe outer life of a people.

fhe tribal' dances in Africa to the '
'contemporaty -Amerkan dances: in the discotheques,
people expteis in body language theif feelings .and
itiittides about the way they ch9pse For ex-

> ample, with the assertion 'Of woctiTh's rights of equality,
the male- no longer.leads the female. on the American
dance flooi. In Greece and Austria there are still tradi-
tions of male camaraderig in the. dan'e. Tribal dancers

. in Ghana ritualize the daily titinttfor food. ThesMexi-
8 can Hat Dance, the Irish Jig, the .Italian Tarantella, or

13
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Adagio-4

the Polish Varsoviana evoke in folle,style the special
spirit of their cultures.

Dance also reflecti and expresses its par-
tiarlar age. The Twist and the Hust'e speak of the 1960's
and 1970's as Clearly as the Waltz artd the Charleston
speak of their times. The ballerina en pointe, taking
flight frptrn reality, defying earthly gravity in order to
rise to unearthly heights, reflects theRomantic Nine\
teenth Centui-y, gas lights, the Industrial Revolution,
and the ideal of woman as. an unattainable' image, as

.surely as Modern Dance reflects tiAe TwentiethCentury,
F4ud, the Wright Brothers, the light bulb, and the
freeing of the body to express one's personal experi-
ences.

Through dance, one can gain an under-
standing of one's own and other cultures and of all the-
ages of ,mankind, yet acquire. t t understandirt in
an all-encompassing way that ternalizes the reality.
Such knowledge literally becomes part of the 'body and
is not left to abstract verbalization. Dance is a catalog
of culture, a reminder of the discontinuitieg and, per-.
haps more important, the continuities among various
PeOles. 9

.1.4



DANCE IN EDUCATION

What.dance is and why it is, as previously
discussed, provide the foundation for dance as educa-
tion. No comprehensive arts education progr,am, is
complete without dance. Like the other arts, dance
is more than a Mere frill. But educators and parents
have the right, even the duty, to ask what dance can
contribute to make education better. What, then, con-
stitutes a legitimate and convincing rationale for dance
in education? On whatbasesian the inclusion of dance
in the curriculum be justified?

(1) Dance is basic' education
Because darice touches the fibers of life

itself andexpresses the substance of being, it can be a
;powerful medium f coming to ,terms with oneself
and- others. Dance intensifies and clarifies the human

experience. It develops the physical, emotional, and
ik intellectual capacities, integrating them so that they

. function harmoniously. Dance reveals connections be-
tween the inner self and outer reality. It sharpens per-
ception, making people more aware of the significance
of what they hear, feel, and see. Such consciousness
raising is central to *hat any good education is all
about.-

(2) Dance reinforces all learning
As a special kind of perception, dance

can relate to and enhance other academic areasIan-
' guage arts, -..rnathematics, and the social sciences. As a

symbolic coding process that one can feel and experi-
ence personally, it provides a metaphor for other less

10 personal symbolic processes. In convetg this process

15
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by ,largely physical means,- dance complements other\
academic areas. The elements of dancesound, moV\e:
ment, lingo pattern, forrn, space, shape, rhythm, time,
and energyare common to concepts underlying many
subjects. Dance therefore contributes to a better all-
around-education.

(3) Dazice pr6vides an alterwitive to the
usual modes of education

I

Dance engages students in a different and. ,

often compelling way to learn and to express them-
selves. °It-provides needed diversity within the school

40Apktting. Because dance involves the physical as well as
the mental being, it can reach children who are not-
touched easily through verbal means alone. It can
therefore enghe children in learning who might 'not
otherwise be inclined, and it can motivate alstddents

- to plan, to reason, to aspire, and to perfect.

(01/4D,ance'stimulites creative potential
Dance induces itudentS to conceive move--

ments, -patterns, and compositions and to exploit spon-
taneity and improvisation in order to solve .particular
expressive problems and needs. As students fashion
their oWefepertoire of movements into dance forms,
they invest themselves in the development of their own
creative capacities, and i$he proCess they discover the
true art -of dance, a worth), endeavor in its own right.

(5) Dance promotes *lf and social aware=
ness.in an all-involving way

Dafnce can ease the difficult)°, in 'reaching
every student. It is one more means for a student to ,*,*

express individuality. Through the emotional, mental,
and physical demands of dance, students necessarily
orfront their total selveck evolve their own integrated
self- concept, and learn to relate openly and coopera-

4 , 1 6
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lively with others. Dance can make people more aware
of their environment at the same time that it helps
them develop greater confidence in. their own abilities.

(6) Dance serves the interests of good health
In the formative years, dance can serve

as a' noncompetitive means of developing the child
physically, emotionally, ancl, aesthetilally. It can be
a useful therapeutic .tool in educating students with

'1)hysical Ind mental disabilities and in helping people
xwercome or cope more effectively with their handi-
caps. But mote important, an understanding and ap-
preciation of dance can provider all people with ? broader
range of choices abouti ho* they spend their leisure

, time: Dance can add a lonsiderable rntasure of release
and joy to a person's life, and it cap provide a de-
manding type of exercise that encourages people to be

12 physically active and fit.
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(7) Dance internalize's an understanding of
and an appreciation for one's own culture
and tote cultures'of other peoples

Dance defines, clarif4s, and gives per-
son 1t identity to one's ethnic heritage, and it provides
the asis for developing broader and more tolerant
attitudes and tastes..Dance promotes a deeper under-
standing -and acceptance *Of the limilarities and dif- .

ferences among races, religions, and cultural traditions.

ti

I dance functions in these seven ways,
its place in education is justified. Of. course, dance can
be taught as perfunctorily and dully as any subject.
In its beginning stages, dance should evolve creatively
from thVsTudels own.interests and physical capabili-
ties. It is not merely a repertory of dances taught step
by step and handed from adult to child. It is, above
all, a prows of development that engages the student

'in inquiring, thinking,..sensing, observing, feeling, in-

18 "'
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verging, responding, and evaluating. In , this process
teacher is a faCilitator,, not a dictator iipOsing

....set movements or specific tastes upon The student. As
zslcillS evolve through the creative process, they can be
applied to traditional pitterns and compositions that
are introduced by the teacher, but the rote experience
should alWays be supplemented by the creative.

Fcir a subject to be recognized as a legiti-
mate, indivicSual area of study in the educational cur-

,ricurum, two basic requirements must be met: "(1) its
contents must be distinct enough 'tc3 differentiate it
from other subject matters; and (2) it must be a disci-
pline with sufficient breadth and depth to require con-

y centrated study. Dance meets both these criteria. It has
an identifiable and unique content and equires exten-
sive and intensive study to achieve mastery.

. Dance has allvantoes to offer education-
-ally. It. is self-contained) its practke requires only an
irrdividdel and some space. It is an activity open to
everyoneyoung children, teen-agers, young adults,
the middle -aged and the elderly, the gifted and, de-
prived,,,,,rich and poor, -well and ill, and people with
spetial problems, It can offer satisfaction regardless of
the kite! of skill 9r sophistication., It can be done in
numerous placesclassrooms, gymnasiurnS, play-
grounds, parking lots, nusing homes, hospitalS, parks,
and discotheques.

Whenthe arts are conceived as one fieid
of study, equivalent to the sciences,' dance assumes
a natural place in the currkulum! Seudents should
have access to studying all theia-rfs., Too often a limited
access to just music and the viSual,arts does .not permit
all students to find a suitable. expressiVetskadium.. It
is the same in the sciences, where -some students excel
in biology, while others prefer chemistry or physics

,, The students are richer when the school, can provide
'them with the knoWledge of-all of these.

4011
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THE RIGHT Of ACCESS TO DANCE

Dance has not been accorded the educa-
tional rpectability it deserves because it has been
subjected to discriminatory attitudes and practices.
Elements of sexism and ethnic aild class prejudice have
characterized the history of dance in American societ,y
and made the full and responsible use of dance as an
educational vehicle diffiCult.

While society ,geperally encourages
girls to cievelop their interests and abilities in dance,
the schools have fot the most part not provided pro-
grams or r ecognized the validity'orworth of dance in
the curriculum.in contrast, sport a ma' dominated

yityhas ample prdgrams ancirrecognit on.,
In effect, boys have been dis'couraged

from participating in dance. Even where programs
exist,' boys have often 'been restricted frOm them, or 17,

20
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given greatly reduced experiences. The benefits of
dance.are generally unavailable to them. I

Dance, Which has been important
mock of expression and education in bi ck cultures,
has been given little place in,sch,00l program for blacks.
The validity of the cultural achievemefit \represented.
by the dances of African peoples has geierally not
been recognized, istudied, or celebrated.

Because dance programs had e fOr the
most part been available only outside the sc ool or in
affluent schools, they, are not available to he poor..
Too often dance programs are limited, to _those who
can afford to pay.

Unfortunately, dance has been v ewed as
an activity -only for girls or as an exclusive, p ything
of the rich. Classical ballet, in particular," has often
been thought of as an elitist upper-class syrnl?ol. In
truth, dance is as much for boys and men as for
girls and women. In many tribal societies:and in ethnic
cultures, dancing is primarily a male activity. The
American Indian and Alaskan Eskimos have strong
traditions of males dancing. In Greece and other coun-
tries, males naturally take their own turn on the dance
floor. The muscularity and vigor associated with these
dances dispel any sense of effeminacy. As for clas-
sical' ballet, all people can learn to appreciate it, re-
gardless of-class or status.

,

The stigmas and stere otyping associated
with dance must be eliminated. Dance traditions and
achievements must be respected in the schools regard-
less of, sex, race, or cultural origin. The policies of the
schools should reflect a strong comniitment of affirma-
tive action with respect to who dances and what op:
portunities are made available. Children should be
freed to make their own choices and develop-tileir own
artistic interests and vales. Schools have the responsi-
bility to provide every student 'With access to dance.

21
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QUALITY OF DANCE CURRICULA

).

)

...

f ru tricula of high quality rarely occur
by chance. To obtain excellence in any darrce program -

efforts must be directed toward:
(1) Constructing a program design which

encompasses the personal, social, and cultural aspects
of the art in order to assure a broad base that includes
the development of body awareness and dance skills,
the acquisition of a vocabulary of movertient through:
creative experiences, folk,and ethnic materials, special'
attention to the development of aesthetic awareness,
interdisciplinary approaches, and the introduction to
various, dance styles and performing experiences. appro-.
priate to the students, community, and educational
setting. ., .

(2) Selecting qualified teachers; that is,
certified dance teachers; dance majors or minors; physi=
cal educators with a concentrate, minor, or a speciali-
zation in dance; or persons who are competent dancers
and have an affinity with education.

In addition, attention must be direc'te'd
toward designating and obtaining facilities appropriate
to meet .the requirements of the program design. In-
doors this includes azi, open, well-ventilated area that

22 has a wooden floor and adjoining rooms for,'the chang-
al
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ing of apparel. Outdoors this means care for the sur-
face area, whether it be clay, wood, or grass. The sur-
face should be -compatible with baie feet, whenever
possible. Other considerations include size of the space
in relation to the numbers of students to.be accommo-
dated, the need for 'both rehearsal and performance
spaces, and adequate auxiliary equipment and storage

.
facilities. .

.

. Scheduling, too, demands careful plan-
ning. Classes should be held on a regular basis so-that
all students have access to the program starting at the
preschool level and 'continuing in the elementary, mid-
dle, and secondary schools land onward through the
college and university. Class periods and courses should
provide sufficient time to achieve the goals of the pro-
gram. Where regular Jame blocks are too restrictive,
double periods can make for more efficient and effec-
tive teaching. Courses should be sequential and pro-.
gressive. At any level there should be opportunities
for beginning, intermediate, and advanced level SPu-
dents to improve their skills and achieve a sense of
satisfaction an accomplishment.

i
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BUILDING CURRICULA IN DANCE
. . . . .

In the educational environment, dance ..
as an art form is transfated into process. Students in-
quire, respond, create, perfect, perceive, and evaluate.
These processes permit students to explore theinselves
in relation to the art in order to acquire a greater un-
derstanding of both. In selecting experiences that will
provoke the learning process teachers should give
consideration to sequence and range. Sequence, which
implies the most effective ordering of experiences, is
dependent upon the circumstances at hand, Variables
such As the interest and talent of, a particular group of
students. In general, dance education should develop
along a continuum from early exploratory experiences
to' the focus upon dance as an art form, but the teach-
er's own judgment is necessary in determining and
detailihg sequence.

Range, too, .requires careful thought and
planning. Dance experiences should reflect the personal,
social, and cultural aspects of the art. These orienta-
tions provide a framework by which the teacher can
be certain of knowing what is important, of 'covering
the full range of the subject, and of maintaining 'a. ad-
riculum of quality. Again, the teacher's judgment,
based upon local considerations, will determine the
most effective mixture of experiences representing these

2 4 '., areas.
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Personal
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Emphasis is upon the development of
perception, creativity, .and self expression, as well as
physical .coordination and control. 'The individual
should be , provided, with opportunities' to acquire a
repertoire of movements, from those that occur in place
to those that occur through space. The student should
explore how the various parts of the body move both
independently and together and how tgese various
movements relate to their expressive potential. Shape,

Leinvented or replicated. Rhythm and energy
taline, and pattern must be understood before dance

forms can
are dynamic, expressive dimensions that require delib-
erate concentration and lon&-term study. The com-
patibility of movement and music and the expressive
reinforcement 'of each through the other must also be
felt and understood. Through all this, students learn to
make choices that ,require judgment and evaluation.
They gradually acquire the Abirity to function-as artists,
Irt the case of dance education, product should never
be more important than the procpss of achieving it.

Social
Emphasis is upon working with others,

building ensemble, and in sharing dance-experiences.
Students learn how to move together and to participate
actively 'or as spectators in 09.4 dance expressions.
They acquire the ability-to participate fully and coop-
eratively, yet take satisfaction from being a part of the
whol. -Movement with others requires students to
concentrate -upon coordination and synchronization.
Many dance skills can be learned in class or group
activities, where several or many students dance at the
same time.

26
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Cultural )
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Emphasis is upon learning various forms
and styles of dance as they reflect particular periods or
cultures. Ethnic origins are investigated and their aes-
thetic principles are articula ed, Varying concepts of

;value and beauty and .way f perceiving and expe-
riencing the world are Underst od and appreciated in
dance terms.' The personal (individual) and.social (Mu-
tual) modes of dance expression are crystalized the
discipline that is required of the cultural4listorical
aspect. Modern dance styles, ballet,, and ethnic forms
are approached on their own terms, in light of their
own techniques, contexts, and associations. To under-

. stand and appreciate the traditions of dance as a per-
' forming art .requires study and practice over a long

period of time.
, Building curricula in dance cannot be

done in isolation. Dance, like any subject, must relate
to the needs and interests of students and to the ethnic
and social makeup of the community. It should be an
integral part of the total curriculum. One way to ac-

*- cgmplish this is to mak certain that dance is viewed as
one partan important omponentof the arts pro-- gram. There should be p ovision for inter-arts study;
as well as opportunities for dance and the other
relate` to ether subject matters.

Curricula dance sh ould not ble con-
ceived too narrowly. Even the dancer shoUla lot be
thought of simply as a mover, forlhere are man other
aspects to tne"professionar world ;of dance, in4luding
administration, criticism, teaching, history., therapy,
and choreography: Like many subjectgVitidled, dalrie
is learned not so that people_ can become prOfessional

`26 'dancers, but so they.can live better as human beings.-. ,
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN DANCE

, Performance is one facet of the teaching
and learning process in dance. Like music and theatre,
dance is a performing art. In order to know iras such
students must both anticipate in and observe perfor-
mance. Yet performide alone should not dominate the
goals of 'the, dance classroom' so that teachers teach
primarily for it. Instead, it should be an outgrowth of
developing the students' capacity 63 Move expressively.

The emphasis in earl rforming expe-
riericesk should be upon sharing r er than showing.
This approach guarantees that ildren are not 'ex-
ploited, nor the educational program distorted. Chil-
dren perforni in the. classroom orotudio in ordei: to
evaluate a particular experience, to share a newly ac-
qUired skill, or to demonstrate their solution to a prob-
..,

28
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lem. One class observes another present a culminating
experience which has grown out of a unit of work.

Two classes evolve a joint project and terminate it in a
performance for other student in the school. Parehts, ,
are invited to attend open classes or to observe presen-
tations of class work at the end of the semester.

The experience. of performance, like the
other components of the learning process in dance,
must be planned to assure appropriateness to the level.
of sophistication, skill, knowledge, and understanding
of both the participants and the audience. The audience
or spectators, as. well as tie performers, can find dance
performance an educational experience. Student pres-
entations of work should be designed to suit a partic-
ular situation, to allow for informality, and to extend
and clarify educational outcomes, and rewards. To -i assure that audiences are empathetic to the participants,
the educational- objectives being addressed should be
made explicit. As children become more skilled and
audiences more attuned, .performances can become
somewhat lore formal.

frY
i
' To bring dance experiences to a level of..

excellence compatible with a student's age and potential
arid to present them to a warm and receptive audience
is exhilarating. However, the tendency to select only
the talented children, to spend many hours drilling
routines, ankto eipend energies and resources on
overly elaborate costumes and stage effects in order to
produce high-powered performances should be avoided.
Performance in dance education is a means of conveying

. the art as a nonverbal discipline that involves .creating,
learning, practicing, and performing. It can be a signif-
icant culminating learning experience. Both the foibles
and the feats of the young dancer give testimony to
that ultimate triumph, when the human form attains

Y the perfection of grace, control, and' expression that
28. ,signify mastery of the art.
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-QUALIFICATIONS OF DANCE TEACHERS

v.,

6.

Sound dance prof7rams depend upon
*qualified teachers. No curriculuM, no matter how well

conceived, can be implemented successfully with.an ill-
prepared faculty, .

The Dance Education Specialist
A well-prepared dance teacher should

possess the following attributes: t

(1) A thorough knowledge of all aspects
of the art:of dance and an in-depth, practicing special-
ization in east one area;

.
. . (2) The ability to communicate with

students, underst;nd their individual potential, and
inspire and guide their growth;

(3) The capacity to 'build ,curricula in
dance, plan sequential experiences, and otherwise meet
student interests and needs; . .

(4) The willingness to cooperate with
32 colleagues in other academic disciplines, and interest in

r
31



,
conttibuting to. a bettei . neral education for all stu-
dents; ,

(5) A broad cultural and humanistic
understanding that, is 'grounded in respect for the life
style of otherpeopres and times as represented by the
art of dance;

(6) An eagerness' to cooperate with corn-
. I

com-
munity arts programs and utilize these resources educa-
tionally;

(7) A sensitivity and commitment to the
arts process and the ability.'to sublimate the art product
to it; and

(8) Enoiigh knowledge of the other arts
to'understand ho $v dance interrelates and to assure
cooperative development- of a comprehensive arts
program. ''

These quaiifications suggest a strong
academic background as a dance major and a degree
commensurate With that study.

1.?
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PREPAR ATION OFfiANCE TEACHERS

a
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L

I.

The 'curriculum to prepare teachers of
dance is not eiltical to the curriculum to train profes-
sional dancer , but neither are they mutually exclusive.
A common core of knowledges and skills ,should be
developed in both courses of study that contains similar
components, andin addition, each must include other
elements relevant to the purpose of the specific curricu-
lum. Again, these curricula: should include personal,
social, and cultural dimensions.

The Mutual Core for Both Curricula:
Knowledge abou t

as many types of dance as -possible, including,
ballroom, folk, ethnic, and modern;

dance history and philosophy incorporating
geographic and cultural influences;

minimum es sential of stagecraft, dance ac-
companiment, and music;

concepts and principles common to all arts; and
basic dance writing and notation.

Skill and experience in
dancing as many kinds of dance as feasible;
performing at least one style of dance for an

audience;
improvisation and choreography; and

1stage, production.

Additional Elements Exclusive to the Cur-
riculum for Future Dance Teachers:

Preparation for student teaching
pre-student-teaching observations and assistance

under several instructors with a variety of educational
34 levels, types of dance, and selections of participants,

as
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from classes to clubs, in and out of school, including
..-.64perience in the direction of performing and recreational

groups; . ,

knowledge of teaching principles and methods;
study of child arid adolescent psychology; anct
understanding of the _structure and function of'

the huipan body.

Student teaching
planned, supervised, and:expertly evaluated in

as normal and realistic a school situation as possible,
preferably with a population parallel to that which the
student teacher is preparing to teach.

A curriculum to prepare the professional
dancer requires provision for more concentratecktudy .

of technique to acquire in-depth mastery of at least
one style, as well as more experience in perfoiming and
staging. The future dance. teacher

to
some of his

experience, too, but must be able to demonstrate ability
in many dance styles without necessarily attaining the
caliber of a professional dancer. 35
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THE DANCE RESOURCE SPECIALIST

The 'dance resource specialist or consul-
tant cannot function effectively in isolation. Close
relationships must be established with the entire school
community. Through such relationships danCe and the
other arts can evolve as an integral part of the school
curriculum for all students, rather than a dispensable
extracurricular subject for the few. When viewed as

part of the total educational program, dance can have
a significant influence on the general philosophy of
teaching. -

To be effective the specialist must:
be competent in the field of dance;
understand the learning patterns and the physkral

capabilities of- the particular students to be taught;
become part of the school family by expanding

concerns beyond the limits of the dance program;
establish a working relationship with all the

other arts Consultants and arts teachers.,
schedule regular periods of work with classroom

teachers to -further their understanding of the intent
and value of dance, the relation of dance to the other
arts, and the ways in which- dance can be integrated
into the general curriculum;

present the techniques of dance in such a way
that the nondancer may intelligently and comfortably
use the medium of dance in the classroon't; and

encourage classroom teachers to work within
the realm of their own style and personality, be able to
cope with realities of their situation, i.e., available
space, accompaniment, time, temperament and size of

36 the class, and learn to evaluate the work of their students.



CER IFICATION IN DANCE-

Appropriate credentials have long been
a requirement for practitioners in, other pro essions
law, medicine, trfeology, and educatign. E lOyment
opportunities for dance specialists in public chools as
consultants and teachers indicate an incre ing need
for certification of dance as a teachipg a a. Dance
must achieve parity with the other arts an academic
disciplines, if its educational potential is to e realized.
Few states give such recognition at present. itihout it,
teaching standards cannot be controlled or a.anteed.

The opportunity to major* inor in
dance with the option of selecting a seco d eaching
field from English, music, visual arts, dra a; hysical
education,, or other subject "areas helps to c ease the
number of dance teachers available: The i a need
for certification of dance as a teaching ar nd state
boards of education are urged to adopt da i ce ertifica-
tion programs.

NQN-CERTIFIED 1tEACHERS OF DANCE

While dance educators w o Ply their
profession in schools should possess t e 'necessary
background and competencies that cer ifiCation re-
quires, there are other personnel who pl y impor-
tant, even central, role in dance education!

The Dancer
Schools, colleges, and universities should

be able to hire dance experts who do not possess de-
'grees. 'Often the unusual talents and professional ex-
periences of such dancers bring an important in-depth
dimension to the dance classroom. Professional dancers
can augment the work of the academic dance faculty.
Those who enter the classroom should demonstrate an
interest in teaching, an ability to 'communicate with

36
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students and Understand their needs, and a willinness
to cooperate with otIer teachers and programs.

The Physical Educator if
.

At the elementary level, physical educa-
,, tors are expected to be able to conduct creative dance

and movement experiences, to teach movement skills,
to guide the mak,ing- of simple dances, and to present
dances used in recreationecontexts. It stands to reason,
then, that,, as prospective teachers, they. be adequately
prepared to handle such activities. In the same manner,
some dance expertise is useful to physical education
teachers operating at the secondary level.

The Arts Teacher
All arts teachers, regardless of focus,

should know something about dance, just as dance
teachers should know something about the other arts.
They should be able to conduct experiences that imtolve
movement as a medium of expression and relate their
own art form. to the kin4sthetic experience. They should
alsb be aware of dance rescrural in the community, so
that they can Offer guidance to students who may seek
special lessons or experiences beyond those provided
by the school.

The .Classroom Teacher
Classroom teachers can enhance their

teacting and the educational program they offer by
incorporating Movement and dance experiences. If
preservice education has not prepared them to lead
such experiences, inservice education can. The non-
dancer requires training in dance skills M order to teach
them adequately. Knowledge of the arts process, ac-
quaintance with dance literature,, and familiarity with
community resources and career opportunities in dance

38 are also beneficial.
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OTHER RESOURCES FOR TEACHING
.4

Instruttional iltograms in dance can be
significantly imprdved through the assistance of dance
experts who work in the vicinity, Many communities
have schools of dance with personnel who would be
able and willing to give the school dance program a
helping hand. .

Educators seeking qualified dance spe-
cialists are urged to contact professional dance associa-
tions, community and state arts councils, as well asi
nearby colleges and' universities. Many colleges, for
example, have strong programs in dance and may have
senior or graduate students available to work in intern-
ship programs under the supervision of faculty advisors.

Community dance companies or schools
of dance can be excellent sources of dance instructors.
Administrators who seek dance specialists from these
community institutions are advised to observe their
dance classes so that they will be informed directly
about the personalities, methodologies, and skills of

...candidates under consideration. A thorough discussion
of the philosophy 'of the specialist in juxtaposition
with the objectives of-the public school should precede
the development of a dance program, since the dancer,

to be effective, must become part of the school family.
A dance company or troupe can be a

valuable educational resource. Performances of dance

__ in schools bring students into personal contact with the
art and its artists in a more dynaMiC way than televi-
sion. Performances and demonstrations of dance out-
side the school can provide students with first-hand
acquaintance with the art in its most professional
form. Schools should encourage and assist all students
in acquiring such experiences for they can initiate
interest in the medium, bring new levels of under-
standing and enjoyment, and generally broaden cul-

tural perspectives,
..iiii..
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The following resolution was adopted by
the Board of Directors cif the National Dance Associa-
tion in October of 1976. Subsequently, it hasbeen
endorsed by the following organizations: _

American'College Dance Festival Association
American Dance Guild, Inc.
Association of American Dance Companies
Committee on Research in Dance
Country Dance and Song Society of America
Sacred Dance Guild

Members of the conference on Issues and Concerns in
Dance Education gave their approval and support.

Resolution
Dance education is a medium fqr

enhancing the quality of life for children, youth,
and adults. Every human being has the right to
move in ways that are primal, expressive, imagina-
tive, and transformational.

Therefore, we urge arts, civics, and
educational 'groups to support dance .programs
where they exist and to develop'prograins whe"
they do not exist that:

foster aesthetic-kinesthetic educationr
integrate the human capacity to form and

transform in and through movement,
celebrate the human abilityto glove with

power and expressiveness;
promote movement skills that explore and

extend the artistic, cognitive, and psychomotor
potentials of the-human being;

articulate and verify a tornEuttmenl,to man's
heritage la nce. , forms from all cultures and all
races; and

include seqrntial dance experiences ap-
propriate to thy- developtriental stage; 4f the
human beings for whom they are designed.

40
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APPENDIX

10'
ROSTER OF PARTICIPANTS
NDA Conference-okIssues and,ConCerns in Dance Education,
Octotr 23-25, 1976
'Via gton, D.C..

Araminta Little
NDA Project Direct Or
Director of Dance
California State University
School of theArts
Fullerton, CA 92634

.Don Byrum -

Photographer
National Art Education Association
1916 Associatidn Drive ,!

Reston, VA 22091 ;ad

Shirley Trusty Corey
National Committee, .

Alliance for Arts Education
4100 Touro Street
New Orleans, LA 70122

Margie R Hanson
Executive Secretary, NDA
1201 Sixteenth Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Charlottefrey
''Past President, ?ODA

Director of Dance
University of Colorado
970 Aurota Street
Boulder, CO 80503 .

Sand cPhee
ReteNtitative,Montgomery -

Couhty PTA
CrescrilStreet

Bethesda, MN.

Clyde McGeary .

Senior Program 'Adviser
Fine Arts & Humanities
State Department i Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Mary Ella Montague
Director of Dance
Sam Houston State University
Departinent HPE for Women
Huntsville, TX 72340

Edrie Ferdun
Associate Professor of, Dance
Temple University ,/
Philatlelphia, PA 19122

Charles B..Fowler
Journitlist and Conkiltant in

th; Arts
(320 Second Street S.E.
'Washington, DC 20003

Madeleine Gutm
Past President, merican Dance Guild
2 Merview P ace
lilatings-on-Hydsow NY 107
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Forbes Rogers
Executive Director -
Affiance for Allk Education
John F. Kennedy Centero .

Washington, DC 20566
, &
Nancy Schumtn
Director of Dance
North Praihfield High School
North,Plainfield, NJ 07060

Margaret Skrinar'
Chair, Anitncan College

Dance Festival Association
Direct(); °ance
University of Pittsburgh
Suite 10* Trees flall
prttsburgh, PA 15260

Carolyn Tate
1Srector; Carolyn Tate School

of Dahce
5204-B,River Road
Washington, DC 20016

-"Heidi Von ObenaUer
ducatibn Editor

Dance Magazine
10 Columbus Circle
New York City", NY 10019 ,


